Uniglobe Trip Start
What is Uniglobe Trip Start?
Uniglobe Trip Start is a set of tools to help you manage your journey through devices and software you currently
rely on for your everyday planning.
Whenever possible you will be directed to the airlines dedicated check-in web page, thereby avoiding any
unnecessary clicks.
Copy dates from your Uniglobe e-Itinerary directly into your electronic calendar.
Check in via an email you receive the MINUTE you’re eligible, allowing you to avoid the cost of seat selection.
The email will contain links to check-in for mobile devices and the message size is small to help manage data on
smart phones.

How can I start using Uniglobe Trip Start?
Calendar:
When you receive your next itinerary from your Uniglobe Travel Advisor, look for the links just above the itinerary
segments!
Your full itinerary will be inserted in your calendar as individual appointments / events, and the time period of your
flight will be blocked off.
The details can be seen by opening the appointment/event.
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Check-In Email:
The Check-In Email will assist you by sending an email with a direct link to the airline’s check-in page.
The email is generated the MINUTE you are eligible!
It includes a link for mobile services and will let you know if the airline does NOT offer a mobile check-in site.
The message size is small for those with limited data plans on their smartphones.
Whenever possible, you will be directed to the airline’s dedicated check-in webpage.
This way you do not have to navigate with extra clicks to find the page.
You’ll receive emails like this for each leg of the flight. Just click on the link and check-in!

Export to Travel Apps
Designed with the frequent
corporate traveller in mind, this
feature allows you to integrate all
your travel itineraries into one
place and manage multiple trips in
one application. Because we work
with multiple applications, you can
choose your travel app: TripIT,
TripCase or Blackberry Travel.
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